Immunological comparisons of a larval hemolymph protein enabled us to build a tree relating major groups of drosophiline flies in Hawail to one another and to continental flies. The tree agrees in topology with that based on internal anatomy. Relative rate tests suggest that evolution of hemolymph proteins has been about as fast in Hawaii as on continents. Since the absolute rate of evolution of bemolymph proteins in continental flies is known, one can erect an approximate time scale for Hawaiian fly evolution. According to this scale, the Hawaiian fly fauna stems from a colonist that landed on the archipelago about 42 million years ago-i.e., before any of the present islands harboring drosophilines formed. This date fits with the geological history of the archipelago, which has witnessed the sequential rise and erosion of many islands during the past 70 million years. We discuss the bearing of the molecular time scale on views about rates of organismal evolution in the Hawaiian flies.
The Hawaiian archipelago has received extensive study as the setting of seemingly rapid biological evolution within many taxonomic groups (1, 2) . Hawaiian members of the subfamily Drosophilinae, for example, comprise more than 400 described species representing more than 15% of the world's drosophilines, yet Hawaii accounts for less than 0.01% of the world land area (3) (4) (5) . This observation could imply that evolution in Hawaii has been extremely fast, ifthis large group offly species were no older than the oldest island Kauai, or about 5-6 million years (Myr) (6) . Another possibility is that the fly fauna is far older (3, 4, 7, 8) . Even though the fossil record of Hawaiian flies is poor, much is known about the geological history of the archipelago and the phylogenetic relationships of some of these flies. For one subgroup, in particular, it has been possible through intensive cytogenetic, biogeographic, and radiometric dating studies to develop an evolutionary time scale; we refer to the picturewinged flies of the planitibia subgroup, which appears to be less than 5 Myr old (3, 9) .
Our approach has been to build a temporal framework for the evolution of these flies by using biochemical methods of estimating approximate times ofdivergence between lineages leading to living species. We use immunological comparisons of a larval hemolymph protein (LHP) found throughout the higher diptera to estimate degree of amino acid sequence divergence (10, 11) , an approach used with success in the study of vertebrate proteins and evolution (12) . Attesting to the validity of this approach is the fact that the phylogenetic tree constructed from the immunological distances observed among drosophiline LHPs agrees approximately in branching order with that based on 60 anatomical traits of drosophilines (13, 14) . Point mutations are now known to accumulate at fairly steady rates in the proteins of vertebrates (12, 15) and we recently showed that this may apply to LHPs in more than 30 species of Drosophila and related flies, including two lineages of Hawaiian Drosophila (11). The conclusion was that the variance in rate of LHP evolution is low enough to permit the use of LHP as a tool for estimating times of divergence (11) .
This report extends our studies to 18 species of Hawaiian drosophilines, including members of the genus Scaptomyza. Our analysis suggests that rates of LHP evolution are not accelerated within the Hawaiian drosophilines, supporting the use of LHP as an estimator of divergence times. The divergence times estimated from the LHP distances indicate that an ancient origin model is the correct one for the Hawaiian drosophilines.
METHODS AND MATERIALS
Fly Strains and LHP Extracts. Of the 21 species examined (Table 1) , 3 are continental and 18 are Hawaiian; included are representatives of two genera, Drosophila and Scaptomyza. Third instar larvae of these species were provided by the National Drosophila Species Stock Center (Univ. of Texas, Austin) or by Herman Spieth (Univ. of California at Davis). Protein extracts containing monomeric LHP were made from third instar larvae as described (10) .
Protein Comparisons. Immunological distances between pairs of LHPs were measured by the quantitative microcomplement fixation method with antisera to highly purified LHPs. The five antisera used and the way of doing microcomplement fixation tests with LHPs have been described (10) . All immunological distances were checked qualitatively by the Ouchterlony double-diffusion test (10) . Immunological distance (y) between 290 pairs of monomeric proteins is correlated (r = 0.9) to the percentage difference in amino acid sequence (x) by an equation ofthe form y = Sx (10, 24) . The average error in measuring an immunological distance between two LHPs (e.g., A and B) with one antiserum (e.g., anti-A) is ±2.6 units (10) (16, 17) . In most organismal respects, however, this subgenus has more in common with Scaptomyza than with Drosophila [e.g., internal anatomy (4), structure of the external genitalia and phallic organ (18) (19) (20) , and behavior (21)]. This is also the case for the karyotype (22, 23) and the present LHP data. (10) from the data of Table 1 and refs. 10 and 11. This tree ( Fig. 1) , which is in general agreement with that based on anatomy and behavior (4, 25, 26) , depicts two clusters of lineages, one leading from node E to the LHPs of 14 Hawaiian Drosophila species and the other leading to the LHPs offour Scaptomyza species and the subgenus Engiscaptomyza. The remaining two lineages, leading from node D to continental species of the subgenus Drosophila and from node C to the subgenus Sophophora signify the phylogenetic position occupied by the LHPs of Drosophila mulleri and Drosophila melanogaster, respectively, as well as other continental species studied (11) .
The (4) observations on the morphological traits of Hawaiian Drosophila and Scaptomyza, the hypothesis of a single colonization event followed by immediate divergence is favored. Adiastola Subgroup (Division H). The tree analysis shows that the LHPs of picture-winged flies consist of two phylogenetically distinct groups: division I (most species) and division II (the adiastola subgroup; Fig. 1 ). Consistent with this finding, the mean LHP distance between the division I and the modified-mouthparts groups (node G; 30.2 + 3.5) is significantly smaller than that between division II and the former two groups (node F; 44 ± 4.3).
To check on the possibility that the large LHP distance between the two divisions is due to accelerated evolution on the lineage leading to division II, we applied the concept of the relative rate test (10) (11) (12) . The observation that the mean distance from division II to Scaptomyza and D. mulleri (43 units ) is actually less than that from division I to Scaptomyza and D. mulleri (55.5 units) rules out this possibility. Accordingly, the large LHP distance between the division I and II flies implies an ancient divergence.
Quantitative support for this inference comes from a statistical test using the F parameter (27) , which evaluates the agreement between the observed LHP distances and the reconstructed distances from the tree. For the branching order shown in Fig. 1 , the goodness of fit is much better (F = 4%) than for the tree that links divisions I and II (F= 22%) or the tree that makes a three-way split among divisions I and II and the modified-mouthparts group (F = 34%).
The proposal that division I flies are more closely related to the modified-mouthparts group than either is to the adiastola subgroup (division II) disagrees with two previous views about phylogenetic relationships among these species. One view, which links division I and II flies (5), points to the chromosomal resemblance between these two types of flies. Since the chromosomes of other groups of flies, including those of the modified-mouthparts group, differ so much from those of the picture-winged flies, an accurate phylogenetic analysis of the inversion relationships and evolutionary rates among these types of fly karyotypes has not been presented tThese continental groups are among those frequently cited as Table 1 . Continental Drosophila refers to the Hirtodrosophila, immigrans, pinicola, repleta, virilis, and robusta groups; Sophophora includes members of the melanogaster, obscura, willistoni, and saltans groups (see refs. 10 and 11) . The topology of the tree was established by the method of Beverley and Wilson (10) . Thick vertical bars signify nodes leading to multiple lineages among which the exact relationships are ambiguous. The position of each node corresponds to the average of unidirectional immunological distances between species connected through that node; these values are D, 54.3 + 1.9 (n = 30); E, 52. (cf. refs. [28] [29] [30] . A second view links division II with the modified-mouthparts flies and is supported by some morphological and behavioral evidence (8) . The view corresponding to the LHP tree in Fig. 1 receives support from studies of ovarian transplantation (31) . There has been too little electrophoretic work on proteins (32, 33) (4, 16, (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) 25) .
Molecular Time Scale. The time scale in Fig. 1 Fig. 1, 53 3.4 units) Relative Rate Tests. The steadiness of LHP evolution was assessed by using relative rate tests (10) (11) (12) . Using the tree topology shown in Fig. 1 , we calculated the average distances from the common ancestral nodes C and D to the modern Hawaiian and continental species of LHP. The ratio of the 60 -
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Hawaiian distance to the continental distance is 0.78 for node C and 1.16 for node D, the mean value being 0.97. Thus, significant acceleration in LHP evolution in the Hawaiian lineages required by a recent origin model is not observed.
Another approach is to superimpose the immunological data on the recent-origin model and then examine the uniformity of the rate of LHP evolution (Fig. 2) . This scheme would require 7-fold-accelerated LHP evolution on the Hawaiian islands. However, this model also requires a long period of anomalously slow LHP evolution (0.3 of the standard rate) along the lineage leading to the common ancestor of the Hawaiian and continental drosophilines. As there is no available evidence supporting a 20-fold shift in the rate of LHP evolution, we suggest that the recent-origin model leads to an unacceptable prediction about rates of LHP evolution. This finding is unaffected by uncertainty concerning the number of independent colonizations. Geological Setting. One can reconcile an ancient-origin model with geological information concerning the history of the Hawaiian archipelago (3, 4, 7, 8, 36, 37) . Stretching for 3000 km to the northwest of the present Hawaiian Islands there is a chain of coral atolls and reefs ( Fig. 1) (11) . Fig. 1 juxtaposes the phylogenetic tree for Hawaiian drosophilines and a map of this part of the Pacific Ocean, so that the time scale for the tree corresponds approximately to the time of formation of the islands and seamounts of the Hawaiian chain. The inference is that colonization of the archipelago by the founding species ofDrosophila took place shortly after formation of the island corresponding to the Koko seamount, now lying 3000 km northwest of Hawaii. As Koko Island eroded away, younger islands emerged in succession to the southeast and were presumably populated by the descendants of flies from Koko Island. We propose that in a continuing series of island-hopping colonizations the descendants of these flies eventually colonized the present high islands of Hawaii.
Before our proposal can be accepted, it must satisfy several criteria: first, that the islands formed during the last 40 Myr provided successive targets for colonization. As shown in Fig. 1 , the seamounts of the archipelago occur at intervals comparable with those among the present Hawaiian islands. Second, the flies must have been capable of interisland colonization. The immediate ancestors of the modern Hawaiian drosophilines are known to have successfully colonized among the modem islands, as shown by studies of polytene chromosomes (3, 5) . Third, the ancient islands must have offered a suitable habitat for drosophilines.
Extrapolating along bathymetric transects of the undersea mounts, we can obtain an estimate of their previous height.
By performing this analysis on extant islands one can obtain an idea of the accuracy of this approach. Our analysis (28) indicates that many of the seamounts were once comparable in elevation to Kauai (1500 m), including Gardner Pinnacles (2100 m) and Ojin Seamount (1700 m) and thus are likely to provide a suitable habitat for drosophilines. § Other workers have also considered the ancient, now-eroded islands as potentially suitable for flies (3, 4, 8, 40 (38) , which would increase the estimated height.
group, the following may be relevant: (t) genetic systems capable of rapidly generating and incorporating evolutionary change, such as shifts in gene regulation (28, 42, 43) ; (ii) unusual and complex social behavior (3, 8, 25, 44) ; and (ii!) susceptibility to being driven evolutionarily by predation, particularly by the rapidly evolving Hawaiian birds (3, 25, 44; cf. ref. 45) . This latter view is attractive in that these birds are also suspected of accelerating the evolution of such Hawaiian plants as the lobeliads on which many picture-winged flies depend (46) . Finally, superimposed on the biology of the flies is the rapidly changing Hawaiian environment, attributable to the frequent appearance and disappearance of islands with numerous diverse habitats. A fuller discussion of the rates of evolution at the supramolecular level in Hawaiian flies, relative to the time scale developed in this paper, will be presented elsewhere.
